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I

O. Introduction

Let k be a field of characteristic zero. A k-algebra A is essentially of finite type
(e.f.l.) if there exist XI' . . . , Xn E A and a multiplicative

system S S k[x¡,

. . ., xn]

such that A = S -1(k[xl, . . . , xnD. For example every finitely generated k-algebra is
an e.f.l. algebra.
Rodicio states in [R] the following conjecture:
If A is a finitely generated k-algebra, and HHn(A) = Ofor n > no, then A is a
geometrical/y regular (i.e. smooth) k-algebra.
In [M-R] the authors prove thisconjecture in the case where A is a locally
complete intersection. Afterwards, [L-R] state more precisely that if the Hochschild
homology of a locally complete intersection A is zero in an odd and in an even
degree, then A is smooth.
In this work we deduce that this conjecture holds for A an arbitrary' e.f.l.
k-algebra from a more general resull. More precisely:
0.1. THEOREM2. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, k its algebraic closure,
A an eft. k-algebra and p E Spec (k @ kA). If pis izot regular, then HH¡(A) '# Ofor
every i congruent to q = max (j: QJ(Ap) '# O) modulo 2.
As an immediate consequence of the theorem we see that if A is an e.f.l.
k-algebra, and HH¡(A) = O= HHi'(A) for some i odd and some i' even, then A is
geometrically regular.
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The followingpeople participated in this research: Antonio Campillo, Jorge Alberto Guccione,
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2 When this paper had been submitted for publication, we received the manuscript [A-V], in which
L. Avramov and M. Vigué-Poirrier proved this theorem in a more general setting, i.e., over a field of
arbitrary characteristic.
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This paper has two sections. In the first one we establish some preliminary
results that will be used in the proof of Theorem l. In the second one we prove the
main result.

1. PrelÍminaries
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Given a graded k-vector space V we denote by V the graded k-vector space
V = V2 EBV3 EB.. . , where V¡ = V¡

_

1

(j

"?

1).

Let (Ro Q9A(V), d) be an homologically regular k-CDGA. We define
p: RoQ9A(V) --+Q*(Ro) Q9A(V EBV) as the unique derivative of degree + 1 which
verifies:
(i) p(a) = dDR(a) E QI(Ro), for a E Ro,

In this section we recall some basic results from commutative algebra and
establish some technical results that we shall need later.

(ii) P(v) = iJ,for v E V¡ (j "? 1)
To each homologically regular k-DGA (RoQ9A(V), d) we associate the commutative differential graded k-algebra (Q*(Ro) Q9A(V EBV), 15),where 15is the unique
derivative of degree - 1 which verifies

1.1. Commutative algebra
1.1.1. THEOREM. ([K, Th. 7.14]). Let A be an elt.
p E Spec (A). Then the lollowing lacts are equivalent:
(i) Ap is geometrically regular.
(ii) QI(Ap) is alree Ap-module olrank dimpA

k-algebra

and

(i)

DIRo@ I\(V)=

d,

(ii) DIQ*(Ro)= O,
(iii) D(iJ)= - P(dv), v E V¡ (j "? 1).

1.1.2. LEMMA. Let k be an algebraically c/osedfield. Every elt. local k-algebra A is isomorphic to a quotient Rj! 01 an elt. local regular k-algebra (R, m) byan
ideal ! ~ m2.

1.2.3. THEOREM. The Hochschild homology HH *(RoQ9 A(V), d) of an homologically regular algebra (RoQ9A(V), d) is the homology of the k-CDGA
(Q*(Ro) Q9A(V EBV), 15).
Proof See [C-G-G, Th. 2.1.5].

Proof It
an ideal /' ~
is maximal
</1>. . . ,f,.)
</1,'" ,fr)'

is clear that there exists an e.f.t. local regular k-algebra (R', m') and
m' such that A = R'j/,. Let {¡;, . . . ,fr} be a regular sequence which
amongst those included in (I nm)\m2. It is clear that R = R'j

is an e.f.t. local regular k-algebra with maximal ideal m = m'j

By definition, for m E N, A"'(V) is the vector subspace of A(V) generated by
the monomials iJyl' . .iJYa' with iJYjE V. It is clear that

DC~ Qi(Ro)Q9A(V)Q9 Am-i(V»)~ i~ Qi(Ro)Q9A(V)Q9 Am-i(V)
1.2. Hochschild homology

Hence the Hochschild homologyof (RoQ9A(V), d) splits into the direct sum of the
homologies of the complexes

1.2.1. DEFINITION. ([C-G-G]). A k-algebra R is called homologically regular. (It has the property (~) in the terminology of [M-R]) if the map
Jl:: (R Q9fi.@*,b) --+(Q*(R), O)(see [L-Q]) is a quasi-isomorphism and Q I(R) is flat.
1.2.2. DEFINITION.

A commutative differential graded k-algebra (k-CDGA)

(R, d) is called homologically

regular

if R

= Ro Q9 A (V),

with

C~ Qi(Ro)

Q9 A (V) Q9 A m-i(V),

)

15

That is

Ro homologically

regular and A(V) the free symmetric graded k-algebra generated by the graded
k-vector space V = VI EBV2EB' . . .

HH *(RoQ9 A (V), d) = m~o H *C~

Qi(Ro)Q9 A (V) <8>A m -i(V),())
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2. Proof of the theorem

Applying

( i)

We shall now prove the Theorem announced in the introduction.
Proa! Since Qj(A) ~ HHj(A) 'ViE N it is clear that HHj(A) =FO'Vi~ q. Let's
suppose now that i = q + 2h and h > O. Let S = (k Q9kA)\P. Since
S

the detinition

-1 -1 (kQ9k(HHq+2h(A)))=HHq+2h(S (kQ9kA)),

)

= ( -l ) qwqjp. . ial.1 . .x-a,
,

. °i~'Yt) = (-I)qWq

. i~l. . °i~')= ( -l)q-

(iii) <5(wq_I

we can suppose that k is algebraicallyclosed and A is a local eJ.t. k-algebra with
maximal ideal p. By Lemma 1.1.2. A can be written as RII, with (R, m) a local
regular k -algebra and 1 ~ m 2. Let {Pl' . . . , P,} be a set of generators of l. It can
be easilyseen that there is an homologicallyregular k-CDGA (R Q9 1\ (V), d) which

of <5we have that, when w" E Qa(R):

{)( w x. oial. . 'ia,
qJ
1,

(ii) <5(wq . i~l.
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(.Í )
I t
( _
j=1

FjtiJ oi~l. . 'i~'

j=1 IXJWq

1 1\ dDR(Pj)i~l.

o 'ijTI.

. 'i~'

).

Let us now consider the map
8: EB Qq(R)i~I.. °i~' -+ Qq(R)
B(h)

verities that
Wq oi~l. . 'i~' 1-+WqP~I. . .p~,

= kx 1 EB . . . EBkx"

(i) VI

and V¡ is tinitely generated for j > 1
The map 8 has the following properties

(ii) d(x)=PJ(j=I,...,r)

= Qq(R)lh

(i) 1m (8)

(iii) HJ(R Q91\ (V), d) = O, for all j ~ 1
Then the canonical projection 1t:(R Q91\(V), d) -+ A is a quasi-isomorphism. As a
consequence,

HH.(A) =HH.(R<8> I\(V),d) = m..O
EB H.

(J=Offi QJ(R) Q9A(V)

Q9Am-J(V),

(ii) 8

because

.

)

<5

( iii) 8

o

<5

I

j= 1

(w
q

Let {YI, . oo, Ys} be a base of V2o For every Yt there exist Fjt E R (1 ~ j ~ r), such
that d(Yt) = I:j_ IFJtxJ' It is easily seen that if i = q + 2h with h > O, then

-

I

FjtPj = d2(Yt)

(i)

(J~ QJ(R)
(
(
( _

<8>A(V)Q9Aq+h-J(V)

q+h

(ii)

(iii)

EB QJ(R) <8>A(V)Q9Aq+h-J(V)
J= o

)
)=
) = (~)(

=o

Ei>

EB

j

_I

EB

B(h

j

where B( i)

Qq(R)i~I"'i~"YI

= {IXl'

EB Qq(R)i~I.. 'i~'

EB

j

EB

B(h + 1)

o . o , IX, : IXI

IXW

o <5(WqXj

' P~I. . .p~,

=O

L

j=1

'j

q

-

1

1\

d DR (p.j ) pal..
.p~rl.
. opa,
1
j
,

. i~l. . 'i~') = (-I)qwqPj'

P~I. . 'P~',

Then, 8 o () maps

+ o o . + C1.,=

i}.

1

EB Qq(R)XJ'i~lo"i~'
B(h)

Qq-I(R)i~I"Oi~'

)

,

)

q+h

(

jEft Qj(R)

<8>A(V) <8>Aq+h-j(V)

)

because Pj E m2 implies that dDR(P) E mQ 1(R).

which is an element of Qq(R)lh + 1~ Qq(R)mlh.

B(h)

i+ 1

1)

(.f

)

,,=0, for IX<i,

E9' QJ(R) <8>A(V)Q9Aq+h-J(V)

j

(iv) 8

FjtPj

j-I

=O

. ial. . 'ia, ) = ( -l ) q-I
1,

which belongs to Qq(R)mlh,
q+h

(t

. i~" . 'i~'y,) = ( -l)qwq
,

o <5(wq

)

j+ I

into Qq(R)mlh. As a consequence, the Hochschild homology does not vanish at the
desired degrees.
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